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Yes, we're adding to the media surrounding the Oscars. (Costume predictions? Really?) But there's a good reason! Watch Jason Feifer present the best Oscar drinking game. And if you're still sober enough to write afterwards, let us know if you're going to play this year and what your drink is #29thfloor. Recently, Ben, an edX learner enrolled in a W3C HTML
5 course and shared his story about how he used HTML5 skills to encode the game. We love to learn how edX courses affect our learner's lives and how MOOC opens up a world of possibilities. I first learned HTML in 1996, and I've been doing web development ever since, always self-taught. But I've slowly fallen behind as things have changed over the
years, especially since all the new features in HTML5 are available. I took the W3C course as an opportunity to catch up with what I've lost. I enjoyed the first part of W3Cx's HTML5 courses, HTML5 Part 1, but I never had much time to play with examples or write mine. When HTML5 Part 2: Advanced Techniques for DesignING HTML5 Apps was born in
December 2015, I had a lot of free time and decided this course was a good place to spend it. I have a little experience working on the game code, so when I saw a thread on the discussion forum asking if the (wonderful) original game Winter Bells could be completely converted into a Web game using only HTML5 and other Web standards, my interest was
piqued, but I didn't think it would work out. When course instructor Michel Buffa asked for an example of an infinitely marquee background and no one responded for a couple of days, I went ahead and adapted one of the course's sprite examples into a simple concept proof. It only uses an HTML5 pattern that is translated with a different value in each frame,
so it seems to move. I thought it was going to stop, but Professor Buffa had bigger plans. He adapted the playing frame from the course and added background and falling snow, as well as ideas on where to go from there. So I decided to run with it. In the last couple of weeks we developed it into a game to be played, and we've been improving it ever since. I
found some great free art funds that we can use, and fellow students Bill Graham and clmasse provided excellent music that adds a lot to the mood of the game. You can play the game here. Today, there are so many MOOCs covering a wide range of topics. It can be tempting to sign up for anything that interests you. I would advise taking fewer courses, but
focus deeply on what you take. This is how I spent a lot more time on each course last autumn, which led to projects like Skyward Bound. What's next? The code of the game needs cleaning. It's basically a series of concept evidence that ended up being a game to play. So at the moment I am working on re-refactoring it to make it easier to work with (and
learn). I focus on playing to make the game more interesting and fun. List price: $24.99 review pricesSy company: Wiley Publishing URL: www.wiley.comY is Nice: How to start with finish; during any skill level; helps you select each component and install them. What's Naughty: You – after buying half the titles from your local computer store. What's the deal:
Our ExtremeTech audience knows that when it comes to building things, we know what we're doing. Killer Gaming Rig is painfully fast, but makes one hefty dent in your pocketbook. When it comes to building a final gaming PC that suits your needs and budget, you might want to check out this book. Probably the most appealing thing about this book is that
it's for all audiences, at all skill levels. The installation guide for each component is perfect for the new DIYer (Do-It-Yourselfer). You can find out how to set your budget, how to save money on parts, where to buy them, how to choose the best parts based on price and performance.... And this is all in chapter one! Ten chapters provide detailed information
about choosing the right components for the final gaming PC. When you have the parts in your hand, the book will take you to the installation process for each section and then to the operating system installation guide. If you've resisted the temptation to play games at this point and have decided to stop reading, the book will end to teach you about
multiplayer. We can include a chapter or two of this book in the future in ExtremeTech. Stay tuned.&gt;&gt;More Book Gifts By Jim Campbell APK file contains installation files for any Android game. If your computer has an APK file, you can copy the file directly to your Android device and install the game without connecting to the Android market. This
process is useful to test your own custom Android game or install the game that a friend will send you to your phone. Use a USB device to connect your Android device to your computer. Windows installs the drive on the Android memory card. Copy and paste the APK file from your computer to the installed drive. Tap the Settings icon on your Android device.
In the list of options, tap the Apps icon. Select an option called Unknown Sources. This option allows you to install APK files that have not been verified or uploaded to the market. Tap OK to save the settings. Tap the name of the APK game in the app list. Tap Install to install APK on your phone. Microsoft recently unveiled a new package that allows you to
pay for Xbox Live Gold and Xbox Game Pass with one simple payment plan called Xbox Game Pass Ultimate, which will launch sometime later this year. Xbox Live Gold offers you an online innator, while Xbox Game Pass offers a Netflix-esque library with over 100 games that you can download and play for so long you have subscribed to the service. How
much xbox game pass is Xbox Live GoldXbox Game PassXbox Game Pass Ultimate1 month $9.99$9.99$14.993 months$24.99$29.99 $44.996 months$39.9 9$1 59.99$89.9912 months $59.99 $119.99 $179.99 Both orders are currently priced at $10 per month, which means $20, if you pay monthly, but Xbox Game Pass Ultimate raises the package to just
$15 a month. In that sense, you save money, but not that much. One year of Xbox Live Gold costs $60, so if you already pay annually for an Xbox Live subscription and you've also ordered an Xbox Game Pass, this doesn't change anything as both add $180 annual costs. In addition, annual and six-month Xbox Game Pass subscriptions occasionally go on
sale and anything under their current prices ($120 a year). , $60 for six months) would make it cheaper than the Xbox Game Pass Ultimate plan (if you have an annual Xbox Live Gold subscription). In November 2018, for example, a one-year Xbox Game Pass subscription was on sale on Amazon for $70. So if you're looking forward to selling, and you have
an annual Xbox Live Gold subscription like mine, your total would be $130 instead of $180. However, Xbox Game Pass Ultimate has its purposes, especially for those who don't want to drop more than $100 at once. If you're already paying for a monthly subscription for both Xbox services, you might as well sign up for Xbox Game Pass Ultimate.But overall, I
would have liked Microsoft to offer Xbox Game Pass tiered subscriptions in the same way as Xbox Live Gold, which can save you money. For example, one year for xbox live gold costs $60 instead of $120, which you would pay if you ordered monthly. In the same spirit, one year of xbox game pass can be $70 indefinitely instead of being on sale once on the
blue moon. Currently, only a limited number of members of the Xbox Insider community have access to xbox game pass ultimate testing. Testing the payment plan sounds a little strange, but maybe this version of Ultimate really adds something new to the service as well. Stay tuned for more information and development on xbox game pass ultimate when it
starts launching later this year. Credit: The Microsoft The Ultimate Game Machine competition began about nine years ago, when Computer Gaming World began its annual sufficiency in collecting and testing gaming PDs. I was involved in the first few days, and the systems were mostly DOS at the time, often with SCSI stations and blatantly fast 133MHz
Pentium processors. The hem, 3D graphics for players were in their infancy, but one thing these systems had in common with today's Uber machines: They had an SLI. At that time, the SLI represented the gap between the scanning line and consisted of Voodoo 2 cards. Because gaming systems still needed fast DOS graphics, the primary card was often
Matrox Millennium or some card that was based on Tseng ET4000. Prices went up to about $3,500. Computer Gaming World has evolved into Windows games: Official Official ExtremeTech and Games for Windows worked together to implement this rounding of state-of-the-art gaming systems. We have discounts of almost $8,000 at the top end. Even the
smallest cost system weighs over $4,000. Since then, there has been nine years of inflation, so prices are not as staggering as they were in 1997. There are two system reviews in each day, and we'll announce the winner on Thursday. These are all serious competitors who survived an intensive round of benchmarking and stability tests. Five out of six are
overclocked, while three of them have a quad-core processor. Of course, the processor is not the only ingredient. Four of the systems arrived in Nvidia GeForce 8800 GTX SLI (scalable link interface) mode. And no one has SCSI drives, although they all use RAID 0 tables, mainly to speed up reading power. I mentioned earlier that we originally had nine
systems. As Darren Gladstone of Games for Windows likes to say: Three didn't even leave the pits. Ultimate Game Machine shootout has always been an opportunity for PC companies to show their leaky edges. But sometimes companies either try a little too hard or other problems intervene. Three computers had serious stability problems. The three
companies that delivered these systems are all good, so they weren't flights at night. Eventually, they withdrew from the competition altogether. In one case, one company tried to implement an interesting new cooler, but we suspect that the prototype they were using could not withstand the shipping duck. Another company pushed their system so hard that
they recommended connecting the system directly to the wall, as the power band might reduce power just enough to make the system unstable. In the second case, it was just that we were too eager to win. Eventually, they withdrew from the competition. One of the conditions was that companies had to order these systems from their websites by 15 June
2006. We need to give credit to the companies that have stopped because they wanted to be sure that they could offer their customers any system. So we don't name names because it's unlikely you'll see these exact systems for sale anyway. Six computers survived, including several that pushed the bleeding edge quite hard. Those are the systems we
want to celebrate. It's also worth discussing scoring. ExtremeTech has always had a 1-10 scoring system. We'd like to clarify the scoring of this round. On a scale of 5/10, there is an average. This is unlike the school rating system, where 7/10 is C and is typically considered average. This gives us a little more room to play on a scale. So 5/10 is an average,
competent system that may have some issues but no issues showtoppers. All under 5, and the product is seriously incorrect. So if you see a score of 5/10, don't think it sucks. Think instead of being reasonably competent in what it does, it can have interesting qualities, but compared to its peers, it is unusual in most ways. Ultimate Game Machine's main
criteria are stability, performance, and player-driven features. Fortunately, stability wasn't a problem with the survivors, so it really came to stability, performance and player-centric qualities. Secondary features included price, overall design appeal and suitability. These secondary features can make a difference between two systems that are otherwise very
close. GeForce 8800 GTS Review Normally I mention upcoming articles this week on ExtremeTech, but since the week is mostly a UGM race, I'd certainly like to point out today's review of eVGA's GeForce 8800 GTS. Last week, we watched PNY's GeForce 8800 GTX. Most of the 8800 GTX discs cost $599 or more (many seem priced around $649.) 8800
GTS are supposed to be priced from $449 to $499 - still quite expensive, but it's at least one point away from six hundred buckazoids. We've received a lot of requests for 8800 GTS reviews, so we got it today for your reading pleasure. Look what Jason Cross says about the little sister of the 8800 GTX. It's also the holiday season, and we've started running
our holiday nerd gift guide. And don't forget to subscribe to our weekly podcast. Podcast.
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